
1. Is there a list of all the adult activities happening onboard?  
Yes – however, all experiences on this list have not been legally 
cleared so we are not sharing just yet.

2. Is there a list of all the youth activities happening onboard? 
Yes – however, all experiences on this list have not been legally 
cleared so we are not sharing just yet.

3. How often will the Garden Cinema event take place?  
Is there a charge for this? Is this replacing “A Taste of Film”?
The Garden Cinema series will take place multiple nights 
throughout the cruise; several of these evenings will feature
 a live musician intermission paired to the theme of the movie. 
The Garden Cinema Series is not a replacement for Taste of Film.  
The Garden Cinema Series is free of charge.

4. How often will the Dueling DJ’s Silent Disco take place? 
There will be at least 1 Dueling DJs Silent Disco on a 7 day voyage. 

5. Is there a Family-Friendly Silent Disco?
There will be at least 1 Family Silent Disco on a 7-day voyage, 
as well as a Kids and a separate Teen-specific Silent Disco 
(in Camp at Sea and The Basement respectively). 

6. Is the Family Performance Series a one-time event?  
Do families need to sign up in advance?
Yes, the Family Performance Series is a one-time event that will be 
facilitated through Camp At Sea; advanced sign-ups are not required. 

7. Will there be any activities guests will be required to
sign up for in advance? No. 

8. What outdoor sporting events will take place? Pool volleyball? 
Outdoor sporting activations are centered around a series of larger 
than life garden games. Celebrity Edge also features Archery, Table 
Tennis, and Golf Putting.

 9. Will the same Autism Friendly activities be provided on Edge? 
Any new additional ones? 
Yes, all programming will remain the same, and will include Fat 
Brain Toys. There will not be any new additional programming or 
toys at this time.

10. Will there still continue to be 2 shows per evening in 
The Theater? Yes

11. Are there any costs to any of the entertainment activities?
There are no charges for any entertainment activities except 
when dining at Eden.

12. Will Edge have Headliner shows?
Yes, we will have 2 Headliner residency shows each voyage, 
plus one additional Guest Entertainer on each voyage.

13. Will we offer a backstage tour opportunity?
Yes, we will offer our normal Captain’s Club Backstage Tour but 
in addition our Onboard Revenue Team is working on creating a 
more extensive paid behind the scenes tour which will include 
backstage areas.

14. Will we continue to offer dance lesson activities?
Yes, however they will have a fresh feel to them.

15. Will all 3 production shows be shown on each 7-night sailing?  
If not, how will we know which ones will?
Yes, every sailing all cast theater shows will be shown.
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